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Self-generation of hollow current profile and tilt instability
in field-reversed configuration
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Two-dimensional electromagnetic particle simulation is performed to investigate the profile
relaxation from a magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! equilibrium to a kinetic one and the physical
property of the kinetic equilibrium in the field-reversed configuration. The radial oscillation is
excited in order to relax an excess energy in the MHD equilibrium. After this profile oscillation, the
system spontaneously relaxes toward a kinetic equilibrium, in which the electron current profile
becomes hollow as a result of the combined effects of the gradient-B drift near the field-null line and
the E3B drift generated by the ion finite Larmor radius effect near the magnetic separatrix. On the
other hand, the ion current profile becomes peaked due to the effect of the ion meandering orbit near
the field-null line. The stability of the obtained kinetic equilibrium against the tilt mode is also
studied by means of three-dimensional full electromagnetic particle simulation. It is found that the
growth rate of the tilt instability in the case of the hollow current profile and high separatrix beta
value is smaller than that in the case of the peaked current profile. ©2003 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1526703#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The field-reversed configuration~FRC! has many advan
tages for a fusion reactor, as follows:~i! The geometry is
very simple and compact with negligible toroidal field,
which a plasma is confined by poloidal magnetic field.~ii !
The magnetic field is open in the periphery of plasma.~iii !
The pressure of the plasma confined within the separa
reaches its maximum value in the vicinity of the O-poin
where there is no toroidal field and the magnetic field
reversed. Therefore, the averaged plasma beta^b& tends to
be high in FRC plasmas (^b&;1). The physics of FRC’s
have so far been studied from both theoretical and exp
mental points of view by many scientists. One of the m
important studies is on the tilt instability.

The dangerous tilt instability in FRC plasmas, whi
leads to the disruption of plasma confinement, is predic
by magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! theory,1,2 but many ex-
perimental observations show that FRC plasmas rem
stable much longer than the tilt growth time.3 Until now,
various models with physical effects which are not taken
an ideal MHD theory have been studied in order to solve
contradiction.4–19 For example, Milroyet al.8 studied the
nonlinear evolution of the tilt instability by using the thre
dimensional~3D! resistive MHD code with the Hall effect
Their numerical studies indicated that the Hall term does
suppress the tilt mode effectively in the range of the para

a!Electronic mail: ohtani@tcsc.nifs.ac.jp
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eters used in most experiments. Barneset al.4–7 evaluated
numerically the finite ion Larmor radius~FLR! effect by us-
ing a Vlasov-fluid theory and found that the tilt mode can
stabilized for a kinetic plasma, but it tends to be unstable
a moderately kinetic plasma and the growth rate increase
the ion FLR effect decreases. Horiuchi and Sato9 executed
the electromagnetic full particle simulation in which bo
ions and electrons were treated as particles and the in
condition was given by two-fluid equilibrium solution. The
simulation clarified that the tilt mode is stabilized for a k
netic plasma due to the effect of meandering ions which e
near the field-null line and have a large average veloc
along the azimuthal direction. Many effects have been p
posed as seen above, but none of them have given any
isfactory explanation as yet.

The tilt instability is also discussed from the viewpoi
of the profile consistency.10,17–22Steinhauer and Ishida20 ana-
lyzed the experimental measurements of several devices
pointed out that most experimental equilibrium configu
tions tend to take a hollow current profile. This analysis su
gests that the hollow current profile may be relevant to
stabilization of the tilt mode. Cobbet al.10 clarified by mak-
ing use of the extended MHD simulation with the Hall ter
that the equilibrium with hollow current profile is stab
against the tilt mode if the beta value at the separatrix
enough large. In their model, however, the ion FLR effe
increases as the current profile becomes hollow. Their re
meant that the stable configuration is realized only in f
kinetic plasmas, in which their model is not applicable. B
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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lova et al.15,16 investigated the dependence of the global s
bility on the elongation numerically using both 3D MHD an
hybrid ~fluid electron andd f particle ion! simulations. They
found that the tilt mode growth rate for the prolate FRC
reduced due to the FLR effect, but complete linear stabilit
not found, even when FRC plasma is fully kinetic. Nis
imura et al.11–14 revealed from the 3D electromagnetic fu
particle simulation that the tilt mode is stabilized for a lar
plasma beta value at the magnetic separatrix by the anc
ing ions which play a role to hold the unstable intern
plasma to the stable external plasma. The problem of t
analysis is that the MHD equilibrium adopted as an init
condition relaxed to the kinetic one simultaneously with t
evolution of the tilt instability and, therefore, the effect of th
kinetic profile on the tilt mode is not clear.

Usually an MHD equilibrium is used for analysis of th
tilt instability except for the cases in which the kinetic profi
is dealt with under the restricted condition.10 It is important
to obtain a kinetic profile of an FRC plasma and examine
character in considering the tilt instability because most
perimental FRC plasmas are kinetic. It is quite difficult
give an analytic solution of a kinetic FRC equilibrium. How
ever, we can clarify what kind of an equilibrium is realize
in a kinetic FRC plasma, separately from the tilt mode
performing two-dimensional~2D! electromagnetic particle
simulation because the tilt mode is 3D instability. In th
paper, we first carry out the 2D electromagnetic parti
simulation to sufficiently relax the system from an MH
equilibrium to a kinetic one separately from the tilt instab
ity. From this simulation, the hollow current profile is foun
to be spontaneously generated through the relaxation
cess. In Sec. III, we examine the relaxation process of
FRC plasma from an initial MHD equilibrium to a kineti
one, and clarify its physical property. Section IV is devot
to discussing how the FRC plasma with the hollow curr
profile is kept stable against the tilt instability based on
full electromagnetic particle simulation in which the kinet
equilibrium obtained from the 2D simulation is used as
initial condition. Summary is given in Sec. V.

II. SIMULATION MODEL

In order to investigate the profile relaxation process
dependently of the tilt instability, we perform 2D simulatio
under the axisymmetry condition (]/]f50). The simulation
starts from an MHD equilibrium. In this 2D simulation, w
examine how the initial profile relaxes to a kinetic one a
clarify what character a kinetic equilibrium has. Next w
examine the stability against the tilt mode by performing
full electromagnetic particle simulation9,11–13 starting from
the kinetic equilibrium obtained from the 2D simulatio
Both 2D and 3D code relies on the semi-implicit method23

The equations to be solved are the equations of mot

d~g jv j !

dt
5

qj

mj
S E1

v j

c
3BD , ~1!

dxj

dt
5v j , ~2!
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and the Maxwell equations

1

c

]B

]t
52“3E, ~3!

1

c

]E

]t
5“3B24p j, ~4!

“"B50, ~5!

“"E54pr, ~6!

wherexj (t), v j (t), mj , andqj are the position, the velocity
the rest mass and the charge of thej th particle, and the
relativistic g-factor of thej th particle is defined by

g j51/A12~v j•v j !/c
2. ~7!

The current densityj(x,t) and the charge densityr(x,t)
are obtained by summing over all the particles, namely

j~x,t !5(
j 51

N
qjv j~ t !

c
S@x2xj~ t !#, ~8!

r~x,t !5(
j 51

N

qjS@x2xj~ t !#, ~9!

whereN is the total number of particles andS(x) is the form
function of particles which are expressed by a triangle w
the base length equal to 2.0 times the grid separation.24,25

We consider an FRC plasma confined within a cylind
cal conducting vessel by an external mirror magnetic fi
Bex in order to control the shape of the separatrix. The ex
nal mirror magnetic field is obtained from the sum of tw
mirror potentials as

Bex5F2
1

r

]

]z
~C11C2!,0,

1

r

]

]r
~C11C2!G , ~10!

C1~r ,z!5Cc1

r

r D

J1S k
r

zD
D

J1S k
r D

zD
D coshS k

z

zD
D , ~11!

C2~r ,z!5Cc2

r

r D

I 1S k
r

zD
D

I 1S k
r D

zD
D cosS k

z

zD
D , ~12!

whereJ1(x) and I 1(x) are the Bessel and modified Bess
functions of first order, three constantsCc1 , Cc2 , andk are
the control parameters of the mirror field, and the half-hei
of this vesselzD is fixed to three times the vessel radiusr D in
this paper (zD53r D). The control parameters of the mirro
field we adopt in the simulation are summarized in Table I
is assumed that the physical quantities are periodic at
boundary of thez axis (z56zD) and the vessel wall (r
5r D) is a rigid perfect conductor at which particles are ela
tically reflected. In 3D simulation,13 particle pusher and
gather processes are carried out in the rectangular coo
nates (x,y,z) where the simulation domain is implemente
on a (49349332) point grid and its volume is given b
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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TABLE I. The control parameters of the mirror field,k and Cc2 /Cc1 . The kinetic parameters̄, the initial
hollowness parameterD and the mirror ratio are also shown. The cases from C1 to C6 is the results from
initial condition of the zeroE(0) case, and the cases from E1 to E6 is the results from the initial conditio
the finiteE(0) case.

Case C1,E1 C2,E2 C3,E3 C4,E4 C5,E5 C6,E6

s̄ 1 1 2 2 3 3
D 20.6 0.2 20.6 0.2 20.6 0.2
k 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75

Cc2 /Cc1 0.75 0.38 0.75 0.38 0.75 0.38
mirror ratio 0.827 1.00 0.827 1.00 0.827 1.00
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(2r D32r D32zD). On the other hand, the electromagne
field is solved in the cylindrical coordinates (r ,f,z), and the
(33332332) space grids are used in this calculation. In
simulation, on the other hand, these processes are carrie
under the axisymmetric condition. The total number of p
ticles is 106 in this simulation. The ratio of ion to electro
massmi /me is 50 and the frequency ratiovpe /vce is 5,
where vpe(5A4pneqe

2/me) is the electron plasma fre
quency defined by the densityne at the field-null line and
vce(5 qeBwall /mec) is the electron cyclotron frequency de
fined by the magnetic fieldBwall at the vessel wall in the
equatorial plane (z50). We adopt the predictor-correcto
method with a sub-stepping of the electromagnetic field fo
time advancing. Namely, the particles are advanced wit
large time step ofvpeDt51.5, whereDt is a time step,23

while the electromagnetic field is advanced with a small ti
step of (cDt)/(DfDr ),1.0, whereDfDr is a minimum
grid separation,26 by using an iteration method.

An initial profile of 2D simulation is obtained from th
2D one-fluid MHD equilibrium satisfying the Grad
Shafranov equation

2¹P1
1

c
J3B50. ~13!

The pressure function is given by the Cobb’s press
model10 as

P~x!55
P0S K02x2

1

2
Dx2D

for x<0; inside separatrix

P0K0e2x/K0

for x>0; outside separatrix,

~14!

whereP(5Pi1Pe) is the total pressure,x5C/uCaxu, Cax

is the value ofC at the field-null (x521), andP0 is con-
stant.K0 is expressed by two important parameters as
lows:

K05bsp

12D/2

12bsp
, ~15!

wherebsp is the normalized pressure value at the magn
separatrix on thez50 plane

bsp5
P~x50!

P~x521!
, ~16!
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and also represents roughly the plasma beta value at
separatrix.D is the hollowness parameter which controls t
current distribution. That is to say, the current profile in t
equilibrium state,j f /r , becomes peaked forD,0, flat for
D50, and hollow forD.0.

It is very difficult to obtain a analytic profile in the ki
netic plasma, such as a charge imbalance generated thr
the kinetic effect and a self-consistent profile of electric fie
with such charge imbalance. For simplicity, we choose t
types of initial particle distribution to investigate the kinet
effects and the profile relaxation process from an MHD eq
librium to a kinetic one, because it is taken for granted tha
kinetic equilibrium is quite different from an MHD one. Th
first one is the shifted-Maxwellian under the conditionE
50, where the average flow velocity is equal to the diam
netic velocity and the ion temperature (Ti) and the electron
temperature (Te) are the same and spatially constant (Ti

5Te5T). This initial condition is more natural choice i
order to examine the generation ofE and a charge imbalanc
in the simulation. The second one is the shifted-Maxwell
under the requiredEÞ0, where the electric current is carrie
only by the electrons, the ion average flow velocity is ze
and Ti5Te5T. The requiredE is given by the ion fluid
equation under zero ion mass flow velocity

2“Pi1qiniE50, ~17!

whereni is the ion number density.
The parameterbsp is fixed to 0.2 because the growth ra

of the tilt instability is the smallest at this value in the sim
lations done by Nishimuraet al.11 On the other hand, we
adopt two types of current profile models, i.e., a peaked p
file (D520.6) and a hollow profile (D50.2), as a initial
value for the MHD equilibrium in order to investigate th
dependence of the kinetic equilibrium on the initial curre
profile and to examine whether the hollow profile is spon
neously realized in an FRC plasma.

We furthermore adopt the parameters̄ for the ion FLR
effect as the another control parameter. The parameters̄ is
defined by

s̄5E
R

r sp rdr

r spl i
, ~18!

where r sp is the separatrix radius,R is the radius of the
field-null line, andl i is the local ion gyroradius atz50. This
parameter roughly indicates the ratio of the plasma radiu
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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the ion Larmor radius. In this paper, we examine what k
of kinetic profile is realized and how the feature of the
mode is altered, whens̄ varies from a full kinetic case (s̄
51) to a moderate kinetic case (s̄53).

III. PROFILE RELAXATION

In this section, we discuss the profile relaxation proc
from an MHD equilibrium to a kinetic one based on 2
simulation results.

A. Relaxation from MHD to kinetic

Let us examine how the plasma profile changes from
MHD equilibrium to a kinetic one under the initial conditio
where the average flow velocitŷv& is equal to the diamag
netic velocityvdia and the initial electric field is zero@E(0)
50#. Figure 1 shows the time evolution of the field-null lin
and separatrix radii (R and r sp) on the equatorial plane (z
50). In the full kinetic case (s̄51) shown in Fig. 1~a!, both
R and r sp oscillate with the frequencyv'2vci in the early
period (vci is the ion cyclotron frequency associated w
the magnetic field at the conducting wall! and damp gradu-
ally until vcit'5p. This phenomenon indicates that the pr
file oscillates in the radial direction and that the system tr
sits from the MHD equilibrium to a kinetic one during th
relaxation period ofvcit55p. Figure 2 shows the tempora
evolution of the plasma beta valuebsp at the separatrix. In
the case ofs̄51, bsp jumps from an initial small value
(bsp50.2) to about 0.3 in an initial moment (vcit,p), and
keeps this value after that. In the moderate kinetic cases̄
53), on the other hand, no oscillation appears@Fig. 1~b!#
andbsp keeps an initial value~Fig. 2!. This radial oscillation
takes place in order to relax an excess energy in the M
equilibrium. Whens̄ is small or a plasma is fully kinetic, the
energy difference between the initial MHD profile and t
obtained kinetic equilibrium is so large that a relaxation
cillation is excited.

In order to examine the temporal behavior of the aver
current profile, we introduce the average hollowness par
eter as

FIG. 1. Time evolution of the radii of the field-null lineR and separatrixr sp

for ~a! s̄51 and ~b! s̄53. r D is the radius of the vessel,vci is the ion
gyration frequency, andtA is the Alfvén transit time, respectively.
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D̃~ t !5 K 2
uCaxu
cP0

]

]x S Jf~ t !

r D L U
R

r sp

, ~19!

where Jf(t) is the toroidal current density and̂̄ &uR
r sp

means the spatial average fromR to r sp. The parameterD in
an initial MHD profile corresponds toD̃(0) from Eqs.~13!
and~14!. Because the initial current is given by the diama
netic current (Je5Jdia,e , Ji5Jdia,i) and the initial electron
temperature is equal to the ion temperature (Te5Ti), the
initial electron current density becomes equal to the ion c
rent density (Je5Ji). Since the motion of the electron differ
from that of the ion in a kinetic plasma, the electron curre
profile is expected to change from the ion one as time g
on. We, therefore, introduce the electron and ion hollown
parameters (D̃e , D̃ i) for the electron and ion current profile
respectively.

Figure 3 shows the time evolution of~a! the electron
hollowness parameterD̃e and~b! the ion oneD̃ i . The initial
hollowness parameterD is 20.6 for the peaked profile and
0.2 for the hollow one. Since the finite spatial mesh is us
in the simulation, the observed valueD̃(0) at t50 is slightly
different from the initial parameterD. One can see that th
current profile changes immediately after the beginning
the simulation (vcit<p). In the case of the initial peake
profile (D,0) for the full kinetic case (s̄51), D̃e shifts
from negative value to positive one. This result indicates t
the electron current profile is changed from the peaked
to the hollow one. The absolute value ofD̃ i(,0) increases,
that is, the ion current profile becomes more peaked. In
case of the initial hollow profile (D.0) for full kinetic case
( s̄51), on the other hand, the absolute value ofD̃e in-
creases, that is to say, the electron current profile beco
more hollow. D̃ i changes from positive value to negativ
one, namely the ion current profile is changed from the h

FIG. 2. Time evolution of the separatrix beta valuebsp. The solid line
shows the case ofs̄51 andD520.6, the dotted line shows the case ofs̄
53 andD520.6, the dashed-and-dotted line shows the case ofs̄51 and
D50.2 and the broken line shows the case ofs̄53 andD50.2, respec-
tively.
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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low one to the peaked one. When the FRC plasma is m
erately kinetic (s̄53), D̃e and D̃ i almost keep the initial
value both in the cases ofD520.6 and 0.2. On the averag
the electron current profile changes to a hollow one and
ion current profile changes to a peaked one independent
the initial current profile as a result of the profile relaxatio

B. Current profile in a kinetic equilibrium

In the previous subsection, we find that the electron a
ion current profiles change to hollow and peaked ones a
the relaxation, respectively. In this subsection, we first exa
ine in detail how the spatial profile of the current dens
changes when the MHD equilibrium relaxes to the kine
one (vcit.5p). Figure 4 shows the spatial profile of th
toroidal current densityJf for s̄51 and D520.6 at ~a!
vcit50 and~b! vcit55p, which is averaged in terms of th
f variation. The electron current densityJf,e decreases nea
the field-null line, and increases near the separatrix. Tota
an initial peaked profile changes to a hollow profile. On t
other hand, the ion current densityJf,i increases near th
field-null line, and then the ion current profile becomes m
peaked. So the total current densityJf,t near the field-null

FIG. 3. Time evolution of the hollowness parameter for~a! the electron

current densityD̃e(t) and ~b! the ion current densityD̃ i(t). The solid line
showss̄51 andD520.6, the dotted line showss̄53 andD520.6, the
dashed-and-dotted line showss̄51 andD50.2 and the broken line show
s̄53 andD50.2, respectively.
Downloaded 03 Mar 2009 to 133.75.139.172. Redistribution subject to AIP
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line decreases and then its profile changes from the in
peaked one to the hollow one. The spatial structure of
electron toroidal current densityJf,e is shown in Fig. 5 for
the case ofs̄51 andD520.6 at the initial time (t50) and
after the relaxation (vcit55p) in the r -z plane. It is clearly
seen in Fig. 5 that though the electron current profile
peaked around the field-null line at the initial time, it chang
to the hollow profile around there after profile relaxation.

Next we compare this current profile change ins̄51
with that in s̄53 ~a moderate kinetic case! to examine its
dependence on the ion FLR parameters̄. Figure 6 is the
same figure as Fig. 4 but fors̄53 andD520.6. In the case
of s̄53, the electron current profile becomes slightly hollo
and the ion current profile becomes slightly peaked. Ho
ever, they do not change so much as in the case ofs̄51. Let
us next examine the dependence on the initial hollown
parameterD. Figure 7 is the same figure as Fig. 4 but f
D50.2 ands̄51. In the case ofs̄51 andD50.2, Jf,i in-
creases andJf,e decreases near the field-null line, that is, t
ion current profile changes from the initial hollow one to t
peaked one and the electron current profile becomes m
hollow. The total current profile also becomes more hollo

FIG. 4. Radial profile of the toroidal current density for the case ofs̄51 and
D520.6 at~a! t50 and~b! vcit55p, which is averaged in terms of thef
variation. The solid line shows the total current densityJf,t /r , the broken
line shows the electron current densityJf,e /r , the dashed-and-dotted lin
shows the ion current densityJf,i /r , the dashed line shows the local io
Larmor radiusl i(r ), and the dotted line shows the distance from the fie
null line ur 2Ru, respectively.Lmi is the ion meandering orbit amplitude.
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The more hollow profile is realized in this case compa
with in s̄51 andD520.6 @Fig. 4~b!#.

Consequently, in the full kinetic case,Jf,i increases and
Jf,e decreases near the field-null line, whileJf,e increases
near the separatrix independently of the initial hollowne
value D. In the moderate kinetic case, on the other ha
their behaviors show the same tendency as ins̄51, though
their changes are relatively small. One can see that how
hollow profile of the total current is created near the fie
null line dependently on the values ofs̄ and D. This inter-
esting simulation result that the current profile spontaneou
changes to a hollow one is in good agreement with the an
sis of experimental results.20

Let us consider the reasons why the electron current
file becomes hollow and the ion current profile becom
peaked, that is to say, what causes the plasma current to
from the initial diamagnetic profile. We separately discu
the reasons near the field-null line and the separatrix s
the different tendency is observed there.

1. Near the field-null line

The single particle orbit is an important keyword in co
sidering the reasons why the electron current profile beco
hollow and the ion current profile becomes peaked near
field-null line, respectively.

FIG. 5. ~Color! The perspective diagrams of the electron toroidal curr
densityJf,e /r for the case ofs̄51 andD520.6 at t50 ~top! and vcit
55p ~bottom!. Here, the vertical axis showsJf,e /r in the r -z plane, which
is averaged in terms of thef variation.
Downloaded 03 Mar 2009 to 133.75.139.172. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Figure 8 shows the spatial profiles of the various el
tron velocities along the toroidal direction on the equator
plane (z50) for s̄51 andD520.6 at ~a! vcit50 and~b!
vcit55p. The average flow velocity~solid! is equal to the
diamagnetic velocity~dotted! at vcit50. It is clear in Fig. 8
that the dominant electron motion on the equatorial pla
(z50) is the gradient-B drift near the field-null line. There
fore, the electron current near the field-null line is rough
given by the sum of the diamagnetic current and
gradient-B drift current (Je;Jdia,e1J¹B). Because the
gradient-B drift has the opposite sign to the electron diam
netic drift @Fig. 8~b!#, the current density decreases near
field-null line. Strictly speaking, the drift orbit approximatio
is not applicable to the vicinity of the field-null line (ur
2Ru,le(r ), le(r ): The local electron Larmor radius!, be-
cause the electron Larmor radius becomes infinite. But,
tendency is correct.

When the spatial scale of the magnetic field is almost
same as ion orbit scale (s̄51), ions execute meanderin
motions along the field-null line without any self-intersectio
of the orbit line.9 The spatial sizeLmi of this meandering
motion is determined from the location which satisfies t
relation

Lmi[l i~r !5ur 2Ru, ~20!

wherel i(r ) is the local ion Larmor radius~see Fig. 4!. For
comparison, we plot the ion meandering orbit amplitudeLmi

in Figs. 4, 6, and 7. When the FRC plasma is fully kinetic,

t
FIG. 6. The same figure as Fig. 4 but for the case ofs̄53 andD520.6.
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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s̄ is small,Lmi is large and the average toroidal velocity
also large due to this meandering motion. Accordingly,
large average toroidal velocity causesJf,i to increase nea
the field-null line.

To confirm that both the decrease ofJf,e and the in-
crease ofJf,i near the null line can be explained by th
character of the single particle orbit, we calculate the orb
of particles, which satisfy the same initial conditions as
2D simulation, under the fixed field. Figure 9 shows the ti
evolution of the spatial profile of the current densitiesJf,e

and Jf,i obtained from this orbit calculation in the case
s̄51 and D520.6. Due to only the effect of the singl
particle orbit, the re-distribution of the momentum tak
place in space, andJf,i increases andJf,e decreases near th
field-null line, respectively.

Note that bothJf,e andJf,i do not change near the sep
ratrix. This tendency for the electron current to become h
low and for the ion current to become peaking near the fie
null line is the same as the results of 2D simulation@Fig.
4~b!#. It is confirmed thatJf,e decreases andJf,i increases
near the field-null line because of the effect of the sin
particle orbit.

2. Near the separatrix

Because the density profile becomes steep locally in
narrow periphery region near the separatrix, the ion fin
Larmor radius effect generates the radial electric fieldEr

FIG. 7. The same figure as Fig. 4 but for the case ofs̄51 andD50.2.
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there~Fig. 8!. Since the generatedE3B drift there has the
same sign as the electron diamagnetic drift,Jf,e increases in
the periphery. Though theE3B drift has the opposite sign a
the ion diamagnetic drift, the spatial size of the strong el
tric field region is smaller than the ion Larmor radius and
Er acts on ions less effectively. Thus the modification of t
ion current profile becomes relatively smaller andJf,i

slightly decreases near the separatrix.
In this way, the electron current density decreases

the ion current density increases near the field-null li

FIG. 8. Electron average toroidal velocity at~a! t50 and~b! vcit55p. The
solid line shows the electron velocityvf,e , the dotted line shows the elec
tron diamagnetic velocityvdia,e , the dashed line shows the radial electr
field Er , the broken line shows the E3B drift (E3B), and the dashed-and
dotted line shows the gradient-B drift~grad B!, respectively.

FIG. 9. Radial profile of the toroidal current density in the orbit calculati
for the case ofs̄51 and D520.6. The solid line show the current att
50, the broken and dashed-and-dotted lines show the electron and ion
rent atvcit55p, respectively.Lmi is the ion meandering orbit amplitude.
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while the electron current density increases near the sep
trix. Accordingly, an initial MHD equilibrium relaxes to a
kinetic equilibrium with the electron hollow and ion peake
current profiles through the combined effects of the sin
particle orbit and ion finite Larmor radius.

FIG. 10. The temporal evolutions of~a! R and r sp, ~b! bsp , and~c! D̃e in
the initial condition of the finiteE(0) case.
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C. Effects of ion mass flow

So far we discuss the results when the simulation st
from the MHD equilibrium with the average ion flow veloc
ity equals to the diamagnetic one. The effects of ion m
flow is not negligible because the average ion flow veloc
is comparable to the thermal ion velocity (^v i&;0.4vTi) in
the full kinetic case ofs̄51. So let us compare the resul
from the initial condition, where the electric current is ca
ried only by the electrons, the average ion flow velocity^v i&
is zero, in the finiteE(0) case, with the results from th
initial condition, wherê v& is equal tovdia in the zeroE(0)
case.

Figure 10 show the temporal evolutions of~a! R andr sp,
~b! bsp and ~c! D̃e in the finiteE(0) case. In the zeroE(0)
case, the profile oscillation takes place in the radial direct
~see Fig. 1!, bsp increases from an initial value~see Fig. 2!,
and D̃e becomes positive value~see Fig. 3!, while in the
finite E(0) case,R, r sp, bsp and D̃e keep almost an initial
values. This results indicates that the system transits from
MHD equilibrium to a kinetic one without any clear profil
oscillation in the finiteE(0) case. The reason for this diffe
ence is that the centrifugal force by kinetic effect exerts
influence on ions when the system has a finite ion flow in
full kinetic case. When the initial MHD profile has the io
average flow velocity which equals to the diamagnetic one
does not include the centrifugal effects and then the re
ation oscillation is excited to relax the energy difference b
tween the initial MHD profile and the obtained kinetic equ
librium.

Figure 11 shows the spatial profile ofJf for s̄51 and
D520.6 at vcit55p in the finite E(0) case. After relax-
ation,Jf,i is generated through the meandering effect. Ho
ever, its magnitude is small because the initial ion curren
zero. On the other hand,Jf,e slightly decreases near th
field-null line due to the gradient-B drift and increases ne
the separatrix because of theE3B drift, and then the elec-
tron current profile merely changes to the hollow profi
around the field-null line. The reason for this slightly d
crease ofJf,e is that the radial electric field also exis

FIG. 11. The same figure as Fig. 4 but for the case ofs̄51 andD520.6 in
the initial condition of the finiteE(0) case atvcit55p.
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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around the null-line shown in Fig. 12 and thenE3B drift is
generated there. Because this generatedE3B has the same
sign as the electron diamagnetic drift,Jf,e slightly decreases
there though the gradient-B drift reducesJf,e . It is also con-
firmed from the orbit calculation in the fixed electromagne
field that the initial current profile is kept without any sig
nificant change in the presence of the finiteE(0) field.

Consequently, the difference between the kinetic equi
rium and the MHD one under the initial condition where^v&
is equal tovdia andE(0)50 is large in the full kinetic case
and it is small in the moderate kinetic~MHD-like! case. On
the other hand, under the initial condition where the elec
current is carried only by the electrons,^v i& is zero, and
E(0)Þ0, it is not so large both in the full kinetic and mod
erate cases. In this way, we obtain several kinetic equilibr
configurations from several initial conditions.

IV. TILT INSTABILITY

In the previous section, we find from 2D simulation th
the kinetic equilibrium with the hollow current profile i
spontaneously generated in the FRC plasma. In this sec
we examine the stability against the tilt mode in the kine
equilibrium based on 3D simulation results. In the 3D sim

FIG. 12. The same figure as Fig. 8 but for the case ofs̄51 andD520.6 in
the initial condition of the finiteE(0) case atvcit55p.
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lation, the kinetic equilibrium solution obtained atvcit
57p ~after the profile relaxation! in 2D simulation is
adopted as the initial condition.

The time averaged parameters, the field-null and sep
trix radii (^R& and ^r sp&), the elongation (̂E(5zsp/r sp)&),
the plasma beta value at the separatrix (^bsp&), the hollow-

ness parameters (^D̃e& and ^D̃ i&) and the ion Mach numbe
(^MA(5vR /vA)&), are shown in Table II, wherê̄ & means
the time average after the relaxation (vcit.5p), vR is the
ion flow velocity at field-null line, andvA is the Alfvén ve-
locity estimated by the density at field-null line and the ma
netic field at the wall. In the zeroE(0) case, when the initia
current profile is peaked ins̄52, 3 ~C3 and C5!, both the ion

and electron current profiles keep peaked (^D̃ i&,0, ^D̃e&
,0), while in the other cases~C1, C2, C4, and C6! the ion

current profile becomes peaked (^D̃ i&,0) and the electron

current profile becomes hollow (^D̃e&.0). On the other
hand, the electron current profile keep its initial profile
each case of the finiteE(0). ^D̃ i& cannot be calculated be
causeJf,i is too small.

Table II also shows the growth rategn51 of the n51
mode for the ion average flow velocityvz,i in z direction,
wheren is the toroidal mode number. These growth rates
normalized by those obtained from the MHD simulatio
gMHD . In all cases,gn51 reduces to roughly 15% ofgMHD

because of the kinetic effect. In cases when the hollow c
rent profile is realized after relaxation~C1, C2, C4, C6, E2,
E4, and E6! gn51 is smaller compared with the modera
kinetic case of the peaked current profile~C3, C5, E1, E3,
and E5!.

Thoughgn51 in the kinetic equilibrium becomes surel
smaller than that in MHD case,gn51 remains finite. All of
the modes take place because the full simulation are
formed in this paper. We need to examine what mechan
causes then51 toroidal mode to grow. Let us pay attentio
to the fact that then51 mode consists of two physica
modes, that is, the tilt mode and the shift mode. Figure
shows the schematic illustration of the flow pattern for t
tilt mode and shift mode. The flow pattern of the tilt mode
s

r

on
TABLE II. The time averaged parameters from the 2D simulation results, the ratio of field-null to vessel radius^R&/r D ; the ratio of separatrix to vessel radiu

^r sp&/r D ; the elongation̂E(5zsp/r sp)&; the plasma beta value at the separatrix^bsp&; the electron hollowness parameter^D̃e&; the ion hollowness paramete

^D̃ i&; the Mach number̂MA&, and the growth ratesg tilt of the tilt instability from the 3D simulation results.^¯& means the time average after the relaxati
(vcit.5p), andgMHD is the tilt growth rate in the MHD simulation. The cases from C1 to C6 is the results from the initial condition of the zeroE(0) case,
and the cases from E1 to E6 is the results from the initial condition of the finiteE(0) case.

Case s̄ D ^R&/r D ^r sp&/r D ^E& ^bsp& ^D̃e& ^D̃ i& ^MA& gn51 /gMHD g tilt /gMHD

C1 1 20.6 0.511 0.711 2.17 0.288 0.346 23.09 0.477 0.14360.073 0.05160.059
C2 1 0.2 0.512 0.709 2.66 0.333 0.810 21.58 0.390 0.11260.054 0.06160.147
C3 2 20.6 0.493 0.697 2.09 0.226 20.142 22.00 0.226 0.27060.070 0.29560.078
C4 2 0.2 0.492 0.696 2.69 0.247 0.535 20.865 0.169 0.18160.037 0.13160.057
C5 3 20.6 0.492 0.694 2.11 0.212 20.501 21.58 0.146 0.24360.084 0.28860.032
C6 3 0.2 0.489 0.693 2.71 0.237 0.101 20.582 0.101 0.05560.074 0.06560.059
E1 1 20.6 0.490 0.693 2.11 0.220 20.997 0.006 0.28560.022 0.28660.021
E2 1 0.2 0.492 0.694 2.74 0.239 0.013 0.004 0.16860.020 0.20560.041
E3 2 20.6 0.490 0.693 2.10 0.210 20.932 0.009 0.24760.059 0.26760.078
E4 2 0.2 0.490 0.693 2.68 0.231 0.068 0.008 0.13060.066 0.17360.052
E5 3 20.6 0.490 0.693 2.14 0.207 20.922 0.009 0.31960.027 0.32760.032
E6 3 0.2 0.492 0.694 2.67 0.233 0.070 0.002 0.10460.062 0.11560.060
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the rotation around the axis normal to thez axis, while the
flow pattern which makes the central axis of the FRC plas
move radially appears in the shift mode. So we separate
n51 mode into the tilt and shift modes by assuming that
flow is symmetric in the tilt mode and anti-symmetric in th
shift mode about an equatorial plane. If we define the n
four values

v r
25v r~z!2v r~2z!, ~21!

vz
15vz~z!1vz~2z!, ~22!

v r
15v r~z!1v r~2z!, ~23!

vz
25vz~z!2vz~2z!, ~24!

the flow (v r
2 ,vz

1) corresponds to the tilt flow, while the flow
(v r

1 ,vz
2) corresponds to the shift flow. Figure 14 shows t

time history of the mode amplitudesDvz
1 andDvz

2 for vz
1

and vz
2 , respectively, in the cases of~a! C2 and~b! C5. In

the case of C2, bothDvz
1 and Dvz

2 increase untilt/tA53,
where tA is the Alfvén transit time. After this periodDvz

1

decreases whileDvz
2 continues to increase (Dvz

1,Dvz
2).

These phenomena indicate that the shift mode domina
continues to grow and the tilt mode damps, that is to say
stabilized fromt/tA53. In the case of C5, on the other han
both Dvz

1 and Dvz
2 increase, that is, both the tilt and sh

modes grow up. However, the tilt mode is dominant in t
late phase becauseDvz

1 is always larger thanDvz
2 . Let us

examine directly the flow pattern to make clear which mo
is dominant in each case, the tilt or shift mode. Figure
shows the ion flow pattern of then51 mode, the tilt com-
ponent (v r

2 ,vz
1) and the shift component (v r

1 ,vz
2) on r -z

plane att/tA55. It is obviously shown in Fig. 15 that th
shift mode is dominant in the case of C2 and the tilt and s
modes grow in the case of C5. This shift mode is genera
on the inside of the plasma and the plasma oscillates aro
thez axis. We also perform the simulation in which the sh
mode is forced not to be excited. From this calculation,

FIG. 13. Schematic illustration of~a! the tilt mode and~b! the shift mode.
The arrow shows the average flow.
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find that the shift mode does not affect on the tilt mode. T
appearance of the shift mode does not matter in the inve
gation of the tilt instability.

We calculate the growth rate of the tilt modeg tilt from
the time history of theDvz

1 ~Table II!. In cases when the
hollow current profile is realized after the relaxation~C1, C2,
C4, C6, E2, E4, and E6!, g tilt /gMHD is smaller compared
with the case of the peaked current profile~C3, C5, E1, E3,
and E5!.

There are several parameters which are related to
stabilization of the tilt mode. For instance, the plasma b
valueb, the hollowness parameterD, the Alfvén Mach num-
ber MA , and the finite Larmor radius parameters̄. We dis-
cuss the relationship between the growth rate and three
rameters here.

Figure 16~a! shows the dependence of the tilt grow
rateg tilt on the plasma beta value^bsp& at the separatrix. The
tilt growth rate tends to decrease as^bsp& increases in the
same way as the result by Nishimuraet al.11 These results
show that the separatrix beta value is relevant to the tilt
bilization, and that the anchoring ions can play an import
role in the tilt stabilization.

Figure 16~b! shows the dependence of the tilt grow
rate g tilt on the electron hollowness parameter^D̃e&. It is
worthy of notice that the tilt growth rate is remarkably r

FIG. 14. Time history of the mode amplitudesDvz
1 ~solid line! and Dvz

2

~dashed line! for ~a! C2 and~b! C5.
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duced when the electron current profile is hollow (^D̃e&
.0). These results indicate that the electron hollowness
rameter has much to do with the tilt stabilization. Since F
16~b! demonstrates all sorts of the tilt growth rates obtain
from various initial conditions, such as the zeroE(0) and
finite E(0) cases, it is important to point out that there is
clear correlation between the growth rateg tilt and the elec-
tron hollowness parameterDe . This tendency coincides with
the analysis of the experiments by Steinhauer and Ishida20

Figure 16~c! indicates the dependence of the tilt grow
rateg tilt on the Mach number̂MA& of the ion toroidal flow,
whereMA is the ratio of the ion toroidal flow velocity at th
field-null line to the Alfvén velocity. In the MHD
simulation,2 the tilt mode is stabilized due to the spin stab
lization effect whenMA.1. In this particle simulation, on
the other hand, the tilt stabilization becomes visible in
region of MA'0.5. Therefore, this stabilization is not ex
plained directly by the spin stabilization effect. In Fig. 16~c!,
the tilt growth rateg tilt tends to reduce whens̄ decreases and
MA increases. These results suggest that the ion toroidal
tion partially contributes to the tilt stabilization.

These results lead us to the conclusion that the pla
confinement is broken by the tilt instability in the modera
kinetic case of the peaked current profile, while the tilt mo

FIG. 15. The ion flow pattern of then51 mode, the tilt componen
(v r

2 ,vz
1), and the shift component (vz

1 ,vz
2) in r -z plane for~a!–~c! C2 and

~d!–~f! C5 atvcit55p.
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FIG. 16. The dependence of the growth rateg tilt /gMHD of the tilt instability
on ~a! the plasma beta valuêbsp& at the separatrix on the midplane,~b! the

electron hollowness parameter^D̃e&, and~c! the Mach number̂MA& of the
ion toroidal flow at the field field-null line. The open circle shows the ca
of s̄51, the open square shows the case ofs̄52, and the open triangle
shows the case ofs̄53 under the initial condition of the zeroE(0) case,
respectively. The closed circle shows the case ofs̄51, the closed square
shows the case ofs̄52, and the closed triangle shows the case ofs̄53 under
the initial condition of the finiteE(0) case, respectively.
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tends to be stabilized and the shift mode is dominant in
cases of the hollow current profile and high separatrix be

V. SUMMARY

We perform the two-dimensional electromagnetic p
ticle simulation to investigate the profile relaxation from
MHD equilibrium to a kinetic one and to clarify the proper
of the kinetic equilibrium of the field-reversed configuratio
independently of the tilt instability. And then we perform th
three-dimensional full electromagnetic particle simulati
using the kinetic profile obtained from the two-dimension
simulation as the initial condition to examine the stability
the kinetic equilibrium against the tilt mode. Our resu
summarized as follows.

A. Profile relaxation from MHD to kinetic

The relaxation oscillation takes place when the pro
relaxes from an MHD equilibrium to a kinetic one. In the fu
kinetic case when the relaxed state is far from the MH
equilibrium, the large relaxation oscillation is excited. T
relaxation oscillation with the frequencyv'2vci is gradu-
ally damped invcit'5p. Near the field-null line, the hollow
profile of the electron current is realized because of
gradient-B drift. The ion current profile becomes peak
through the ion meandering orbit effect. Namely, the eff
of the particle orbit takes an important role in the se
generation of the kinetic current profile near the field-n
line. The ion finite Larmor radius effect generates the rad
electric field in the narrow periphery region near the sepa
trix. Because the generated E3B drift has the same sign a
the electron diamagnetic drift, the electron current den
increases in the periphery and then electron profile tend
be more hollow. On the other hand, the generated E3B drift
has an opposite sign as the ion diamagnetic drift. Since
region of the strong electric field is smaller than the i
Larmor radius, however, the electric field acts on ions l
effectively. In this way, the electron hollow current profi
and the ion peaked one are spontaneously realized afte
relaxation from the MHD equilibrium to the kinetic one.

B. The stability against the tilt mode

We analyze the stability against the tilt mode by sepa
ing then51 mode into the tilt and shift modes. The grow
rate of the tilt instability in all cases reduces to a small va
because of the kinetic effect. In the system where the hol
current profile is realized after the profile relaxation, t
growth of the tilt instability is suppressed and the shift mo
Downloaded 03 Mar 2009 to 133.75.139.172. Redistribution subject to AIP
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is dominant, while in the system with peaked current profi
the tilt instability grows. From the investigation into the r
lationship between the tilt growth rate and several para
eters, we find that the electron hollowness parameter and
separatrix beta value are important keys to solving the pr
lem of the tilt stabilization. We will discuss the physic
mechanism of the reduction of the tilt growth rate and the
stabilization due to the kinetic and profile effects in the ne
paper.
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